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Lin Hao and Ling Yun left, followed by Ao Dog, they were rushing to another destination, Hai
Cheng, they were going to attack Hai Cheng Immortal Mansion, they were going to start a
counterattack, gradually collecting the immortal slave forces of these immortal mansions, taking
advantage of the fact that the Moon Wheel had not descended yet, to take control of these forces
in advance, not giving the other side the slightest chance!

Sea City Immortal Mansion, because there was Ao Dog had scouted the location

in advance, Lin Hao with extreme sword power, a sword broke through the empty door of the Sea
City Immortal Mansion, directly a sword broke down the door of others ah, and the extreme

sword power trend has not decreased, all the way in, so that the entire Sea City Immortal Mansion

was split in two.

This amazing sword power? Yixian Wu Fu Yi Wu Fu Zha? It frightened the

immortal slaves of the entire Sea City Immortal Mansion, so terrifying was the sword power that

it was as if they were seeing the great terror of the Yellow Emperor back in the day when one man,
one sword, broke into the Immortal Court alone and subsequently broke the Immortal Court with

one sword.

Soon, they realised that this sword was actually used by Lin Hao, with Ling Yun
by his side, and with a man and a woman breaking into the Immortal Court so forcefully, they
probably understood what was going on.

Lin Hao was even more no-nonsense and only gave them two choices!



"Either swear an oath with your dao heart to submit, or die!"

Lin Hao overbearingly kicked in the door and forced them to make a choice,
never allowing them to sway left or right or remain neutral.

Either they were one of their own or an enemy, there was no third choice!

Under the Moon Wheel Immortal Palace, they were already fully aware of the

incident where QinWushuang, a seventh grade early stage Illusionary Spirit Master, was killed by
Lin Hao's sword and Qin Hai Jie was forced to run for his life by Lin Hao's two swords, so
naturally they didn't dare to stand up against it, so they all had to surrender to the Qing Yun

Heavenly Palace with a Dao heart oath.

In one night, Lin Hao led Ling Yun and the neglected Ao Dog to kick out three

immortal houses in a row, two of which surrendered to the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace without

exception, but one house was still unwilling to do so, saying that they would help each other in

two steps and not offend each other.

However, Lin Hao didn't have any nonsense either, just two swords!

When Ao Dog heard that, crap, was someone finally going to resist? With an owl,
he transformed into his original body and was about to make a big show when Lin Hao drew his
sword straight away!

It was just a simple sword!



The reason for the two swords was because of his signature appearance, one sword
shattered the empty door and barged in, directly uttering the hegemonic words of Shun Chang
against death, and the other party refused.

Then Lin Hao didn't hesitate anymore, a sword fell, the ultimate sword power,
turning complexity into simplicity, a sword that returned to the basics, instantly tore the entire
Immortal Mansion in half, the space around it shattered in an instant, the entire Immortal Mansion

shattered, all the Immortal slaves were directly in the middle of the terrifying turbulent space,
suffering from the terrifying spatial turbulence tearing them apart.

Lin Hao and Ling Yun turned away without looking back, having turned around

after landing that sword.

A true man never looks back at an explosion! One sword shattering an immortal

mansion, the power was evident!

At the same time, Lin Hao ordered the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace to dispatch a

small team to take over the area, maintain law and order and take control of the district.

In one night, Lin Hao only wielded his sword a total of four times to subdue two

immortal mansions and destroy one.

Ling Yun and Ao Dog followed Lin Hao and became complete accompaniment.
The two of them were deeply shocked by this scene, had Lin Hao now become this strong? It was

really too intimidating.



"Let's go, it's also quite late, let's all go back and rest, we still have to get up and
open the shop tomorrow." Lin Hao took a step out and was already a thousand metres away.

The dumbfounded Ling Yun and Ao Dog almost didn't follow, reacting with a
glance at each other, they looked at each other with a bitter smile and quickly followed.

On the other side, in the Moon Wheel Immortal Palace, the Moon Palace, within
the Moon Wheel's mansion.

Ao Feng's doppelganger had already recovered, but his realm had fallen a little,
nearly dropping down to the realm of peak Illusionary Spirit Master of the Seventh Realm, but the
other party had managed to stabilise himself and steadily maintained his realm at the early stage
of the Eighth Realm.

On the contrary, Qin Bingyu, with the Moon Wheel's personal support, has now
made another breakthrough in strength, and is now at the same level as the Heaven Swallowing

Python that day, a peak Illusionary Spirit Master of the Seventh Realm, and is actually on the

verge of reaching the level of a Demigod.
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But even so, Qin Bingyu still didn't have the slightest confidence in fighting Lin Hao.

"Your Holiness, I have just received news that Lin Hao has recaptured the Sea Tide
Immortal Palace overnight, and has even taken control of two immortal mansions, one of which



resisted and was shattered by his sword, now the opponent's intentions are clear, he is trying to
take advantage of the fact that Your Holiness has not yet descended to take control of all the
immortal mansions within the entire land of China." Qin Bingyu looked quite worried, now that

Lin Hao was as powerful as his sword, his aura was as unstoppable as a rainbow.

If he didn't think of a strategy to deal with it, then I was afraid that he would really
no longer be able to be restrained.

"Hehe, the immortal mansions in the land of China are not enough to be feared, so
what if we let him have them all?" Moon Wheel couldn't help but sneer, "The rather scornful Qian
Yuan Dragon Mansion is already ruined, without the Heaven Swallowing Python's original form,
it can't become a climate anymore, it's just that bitch Qing Shirt who's rather difficult to deal
with."

Ao Feng also gave a stifled grunt, "Fairy is right, except for Qing Shirt, she is
indeed no longer enough to be feared, if she dares to strike, I will be able to stop her with my

djinn, although Qing Shirt has improved over the years, although I cannot kill her, I can still stop
her and leave the rest to Fairy Moon Wheel."

"Then I'll be grateful to Dragon King Ao Feng, however, the old vulture's
doppelganger was not even able to test the depth of that bastard, but please, Dragon King, step in
and test a thing or two on him, even your doppelganger, that's still an existence comparable to a
deity, it's enough to handle everything, right?"

"As for Qin Bingyu, you go to the territory of Tege, for the time being, don't stir
things up within Huaxia, your task after that is one, that is to cultivate the Soul Devouring Lord as
soon as possible, the day the Soul Devouring Lord takes shape is when I will descend, this time it
is useless for anyone to stand in the way." The Moon Wheel already had a plan of its own.



The Lord of Soul Devouring will descend on the earth, and everywhere it goes,
there will be no grass left to grow, and it will be exactly what that old villain had planned, no
more distinction between life and death, turning the earth into a purgatory!

"Yes, Your Holiness, I will go to it immediately." Qin Bingyu was relieved to hear
that she did not have to deal with Lin Hao. She was stronger than Qin Hai Grievous, but because
she had been elevated by pulling herself up by the bootstraps, she might not even be able to
defeat Qin Hai Grievous at full power, let alone face Lin Hao.

Therefore, she was naturally very happy that she did not have to face Lin Hao.

Qin Bingyu quickly left, taking all the half-demonized Soul Devouring Beasts

away, leaving the land of China and arriving at the small country of Tege, which was adjacent to
China, and began to experiment on a large scale, constantly slaughtering the ordinary people,
while the experts within Tege were no match for Qin Bingyu, the strongest of which was only a
fifth grade Illusionary Spirit Master, and were directly pushed across by her.

It was Ao Feng Dragon King who frowned at Moon Wheel's proposal, asking him
to test Lin Hao?

Although he hadn't personally experienced it, but twice in a row, first Qin
Wushuang and then Qin Hai Zhan, even Qin Hai Zhan had relied on Shifu's essence blood to save
his life, which meant that Lin Hao already possessed the terrifying power of a half-step deity.

Surely it was something he could handle?



"Dragon King Ao Feng please also rest assured, it's just a test, with the Dragon
King's methods, even if it's not? Shan serve yi yan xi yan zha xi? The dragon king's skills, even
if he is not able to fight the enemy, he is not unable to retreat in one piece, right? Is it possible that

the Dragon King even considers himself unbeatable to a sixth ranked late stage kid?" Immortal

Moon Wheel looked at Dragon King Ao Feng with a smile on her face.

Just at this time the smile on the face of the Moon Wheel but let people feel teared

up, this is obviously trying to use Ao Feng to test ah, what please are bullshit, is to say it plainly,
let you prepare to try, big deal, go to send death, anyway is a split body only, you panic a
hammer.

The Earth Store is pained by its own doppelganger, are you also pained by it?

"Fairy, your use of this provocative method is really remarkable, let this king is
admired." Ao Feng laughed coldly, could he not know what the other party wanted?

But he couldn't help it, he just ate this.

"But since the fairy has asked, I will naturally go and see how the situation is, I
would like to know how terrifying this person's sword power has reached, whether he really has
the power to cut down immortals with one sword and break the Heavenly Gate with one sword!"
As soon as Ao Feng finished speaking, his body had already dissipated in the same place.
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Yue Lun looked at the direction where Ao Feng was leaving, her smile gradually froze, her gaze
was dark and cold: "A punk, why are you pretending in front of me! After I take over the world,
you, too, will cease to exist! You are just a bunch of beasts with bad intentions."

"You think I don't know what's going on in your heart, bitch?" But isn't Ao Feng
also a man with evil intentions?

Ao Feng also knew what Yue Lun was thinking, but Ao Feng did not intend to

poke holes in it, as we could all be at peace with each other, it was all a trivial matter.

This is just a small matter, but when it comes to the competition later on, who will
win and who will lose, it is not known!

In the Dragon Clan's ancestral land, the demon kings have all been secretly
controlled by Ao Feng and are guarding the mountain to the death.

The three forces, the Silver-clad Crusaders, the War Bear Shrine and the Angelic

Church, have only about 200 men left, and although they are strong, they are not on the same
level as these demon beasts, and they are divided within themselves.

The Crusaders are not used to the War Bears, and the War Bears and the Angels

are not used to each other, so the three parties are at odds, and they are not able to control each

other.



But this does not affect the overall situation, obviously Chen Beixuan knew this

when he made the plan, or rather Chen Beixuan wanted this effect.

After all, the biggest goal had already been achieved, that is, to let Lin Hao from
the ancestral land of the dragon tribe, and successfully get the divine pattern even if the task was

completed.

Ao Feng was already on his way to Jinling, Lin Hao did not know anything about

it and was huffing and puffing.

In the middle of the night, Qing Shizi opened her eyes violently, she had sensed a
strong enemy coming, Qing Shizi Immortal disappeared in her room in a flash, and when she

came out again, she had already crossed the distance of space, spanning Jinling and the two cities
next to Jinling, stopping Ao Feng Dragon King's doppelganger a hundred miles away.

With a majestic gaze, a crown on his head and a golden dragon robe, Dragon King
Ao Feng looked at Qing Shirt indifferently and gave a very polite arch of his hand, "Fairy Qing

Shirt, we meet again."

"I don't want to meet you." Qing Shirt spoke coldly, "What, you can't even hold
back after losing the previous attempts, can you? Closed Shan Ai Shan Zha Shan Yi Yi? Is it?"

"What are you talking about, fairy? I just came to take a look, but I don't have any
malicious intent. In fact, I want to test for Chen Beixuan to see if the Son of Heaven's Destiny is
already qualified to carry Heaven's Destiny."



"Fairy, don't misunderstand, Old Dragon, I've always been on your side ah, Qian
Yuan defected, it was all my planning, and I've been monitoring all the movements of the Moon
Wheel for you ah." Ao Feng spoke with his mouth full.

This was even more so as Qing Shirt laughed coldly, staring at Ao Feng without
saying a word, his face full of mockery, the meaning couldn't be more obvious, believing his
words, Ao Feng, would be better than believing that a pig could reach the sky.

"Really, apart from trying out Lin Hao this time, I've also brought you news that
the Lunar Wheel is cultivating the Lord of the Soul Devouring Beast, and it won't be cultivated
within China, but instead, I'm letting Qin Bingyu go and cultivate it with Tege, who is adjacent to
China."

"Once this Soul Devouring Beast Lord descends, what will be the consequences
fairy should know better than me, and the Moon Palace's ban has become looser and looser, I'm
afraid it really won't be long before that ban is completely destroyed, the ban is destroyed that's
when the Moon Wheel descends ah." Ao Feng saw that the other party did not believe, continued
to start pulling, half-truths and half-lies, only to be able to make the other party the most pinched,
more easily convincing.

Indeed, after hearing Ao Feng's words, Qing Shirt was indeed a little confused

and shocked.

The Moon Wheel had actually done such an act, daring to cultivate a Soul
Devouring Lord!



The birth of a Soul Devouring Lord would require feeding billions of beings as a
guide before it could succeed!

Could she really take on such a huge killing spree?
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Qing Shirt glanced deeply at Ao Feng, she still remained skeptical about Ao Feng's words, the
dragon race was not to be trusted, and this old thing, even less so.

"What you say has nothing to do with me, don't make trouble on my turf,
otherwise, let your original daddy show himself." After saying that, Qing Shirt's body dissipated,
and she did not stop the other party from trying.

In fact, Qing Shirt was quite curious as to whether Lin Hao would be able to resist

Ao Feng's half-step deity's doppelganger, after all, the gap between the two sides was also quite
large.

If the other side wanted to test it, so be it, she was in Jinling, not to mention Ao
Feng's doppelganger, even if Ao Feng's real body descended, it would not be possible to hurt Lin
Hao in front of her!

Qing Shirt left, and Ao Feng didn't hesitate, continuing to come towards Jinling.



He didn't panic when facing Qing Shirt, at most he would lose one of his

doppelgangers, but his true self would descend directly.

Ao Feng could sense that Green Shirt was only a peak eighth-ranked deity, a step
away from the ninth rank, but he was also a peak eighth-ranked deity, so if they really fought, no
one would be able to stop them.

If the Moon Wheel Fairy were to descend, then the balance would be broken.

Once the Soul Devourer Lord took shape, he would also be a powerful existence

comparable to the middle eighth rank, and the Moon Wheel Immortal was already a terrifying

existence in the early ninth realm.

At that time, he would like to see how Qing Shou alone could protect Lin Hao's
well-being!

Lin Hao did not know that Ao Feng had already descended to Jinling, but Ao Dog
seemed to have a bloodline sense and instinctively felt that a dragon clan had descended to
Jinling, but Ao Feng was also quite surprised, apart from himself and his father, who else could
leave the forbidden land and descend to the divine land?

However, the other party had more means of concealing their scent than he did, so
he could not sense the exact location of the other party, and Ao Feng gave up.



The next morning, after having breakfast, Lin Hao also went to open the shop to
receive customers as promised, while the green shirt did not? The next day, after breakfast, Lin
Hao also went to open the shop as promised, while Qing Shie did not? went, while the rest went
to help.

Qing Shirt stayed in his room and did not even go out for breakfast, with a
terrifying aura surging around him, as if he wanted to break through from the peak of the eighth

grade to a ninth grade supreme deity in one fell swoop.

It seemed that Ao Feng was also vaguely aware of this, and a touch of worry

appeared on his face, he didn't expect that after all these years, this Qing Shirt would have reached
this level of existence? If he really allowed him to break through and become a Ninth Grade

Supreme Deity, it would be another change.

On this side, thirty guests had arrived, and after ordering their meals, Lin Hao
went to the back kitchen to get busy, and as usual, Ling Yun went to help.

Lin Ruo Shi and Lei Ling were busy, one brushing up on her work and the other

reading a book, while the white cat lazily lay at the door as a mascot.

Lin En and Nan Ge also turned on the live broadcast.

The sea sheep, on the contrary, had never appeared again up to this point.



"Another day of being greedy and crying, poor me, I can't be possessed by the

emperor of Europe, let me have a taste of it too, I've got my six months of savings ready."

"Crap, bull shit, half a year's savings is enough for one meal, while my half year's
savings is negative."

"Huh, did you guys see that? That big white cat suddenly blew up, what's going
on?"

Those with sharp eyes suddenly noticed that the white cat, which had been lazily

lying in the sun at the entrance, suddenly stood up, its hair exploded, and its body pressed

forward, showing its teeth in an attacking position.

Ao Dog, who had been in a stealthy state, also changed his face greatly, how was

he ......

Lin Hao and Ling Yun likewise sensed each other's breath and quickly ran out

from the back kitchen, looking at the middle-aged man in the doorway who was dressed in a

golden robe and had a majestic face.

Ao Dog hurried forward and saluted respectfully, "Father, what brings you here?"

Nan Ge and Lin En looked at each other, both stunned, while the customers in the
shop also looked at the scene incomparably shocked, Ao Dog's identity was already clear to them,



but they were simply not allowed to discuss it now, so they just talked about it among themselves

in private.

Ao Inu was a dragon, and Ao Inu actually bowed to the majestic, ancient,
gold-robed man and called him Father, so was this man not the Dragon King?Was he the Dragon

King of the Eastern Sea or the Dragon King of the Western Sea? (I, the Dragon King of the South
Sea, have no face, do I?
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Nan Ge and Lin En reacted and without saying a word, they cut off the live feed and quickly went
off air, after all, after yesterday's experience, they didn't dare to play with fire!

The broadcast room exploded once again: "Damn, this Dragon Prince is calling
out to his father, I found out something amazing!"

"The Dragon King didn't run away, this has the aura of a king ...... Crap, again!"

"Pit, again to the critical moment to close the live broadcast, Nan Ge and Lin En

and how strong their desire to survive in the end ah?"

As a result, just at the critical moment, directly shut down the live, let the two live
viewers want to cry, but no one is willing to leave, may be a little later to start again.



"Are you still used to staying here?" Ao Feng asked in a jarred voice, it seems that

this Ao Feng end of the frame is used to, even a very ordinary greeting, all make people feel not
angry king dominance, let the heart and soul tremble.

Even Lin Hao felt? closed grasping Shan Yi closed serving Lu dye? The ordinary

people were even more needless to say, they had already been so scared that they didn't even dare
to let out their breath.

"Still, not bad, quite good, father why did you suddenly come here." Ao Dog
could not speak well, but in his heart he was very worried, Father was on the opposite side of the
fence from Lin Hao and the others, so I was afraid that nothing good would really come out of this
diversion.

Lin Hao was also surprised because he had seen Ao Feng Dragon King's body
before and had never seen him in human form.

Lin Hao stepped forward and greeted him, "Old Brother Dragon King, what are
you doing this time? Qin Hai Grievance isn't hanging, right?"

These people came to the door one after another, which really gave Lin Hao a bit

of a headache, mainly because of the trouble, either they came together to do thi, but they came

one by one, like a gourd boy saving his grandfather, he was not afraid, but annoyed.

Lin Hao also probably guessed that it was because after he had fought off Qin Hai
Grievance last night, he had captured four cities in a row, causing the other side to feel a sense of
crisis, and even Ao Feng Dragon King's doppelganger had personally come down.



"Elder brother Lin, how about we have a match? Friendship first, competition
second." Ao Feng looked at Lin Hao with a smirk, he had indeed come this time to try out Lin

Hao's depths.

He had no intention of hurting Lin Hao either, otherwise if he got angry, that green
shirt would definitely have to leave him behind in a split body, and now he only had this one split

body left, if he forced to gather a split body again, he would have to hurt his original body.

Like the old villain, he would never want to give up his doppelganger until he was
forced to do so.

"The old man will stop for a while, are you guys not finished or what? One after

another, if you're not bored, I'm bored." Lin Hao refused outright, "I won't accept any challenges
for opening the shop today."

"It's alright, I have time, another day is fine, I remember you're off tomorrow, so
let's do it tomorrow, or maybe in the evening, by the way, I'm also here as a guest, you won't
turn me away, right?" Ao Feng was in no hurry at all, this Lin Hao had to compare and not

compare.

"You guys are really afraid that I'll be idle, what a bit of personal space not left ah,
since you want to eat find your own place to sit, but you don't have a quota, what kind of dishes
to cook, I make the decision." Lin Hao turned around and went back to the kitchen to get busy.



Ling Yun was more worried: "This Ao Feng's doppelganger is also an existence
that has stepped into the ranks of deities and can control the power of the Great Dao, so it's even
more difficult to deal with than Qin Hai Jie, sister must have known of his arrival. But did not

make a move to stop him, either sister had something to delay or sister has confidence in you and
also wants you to test yourself against the other side to see how strong you really are nowadays."

"Fairy didn't even have breakfast this morning, so I guess what you said must be

both, it's alright, I will handle it carefully, if I really can't handle it, I will naturally have fairy to
step in." Lin Hao didn't put much thought into it, as long as the Moon Wheel hadn't descended yet,
then there was no need to worry about anything.

If the other party comes to save his grandfather again, if he can kill them, he can
kill them with his sword, so what's the point of panicking?

The dragon tribe, except for Ao Dog, will be suppressed when they descend into

the divine land, because this is a ban set by the former Immortal Court. Although the Immortal

Court has been destroyed, the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace still exists, and the Qing Yun Heavenly
Palace uses part of the inscription core left behind by the Immortal Court, so it naturally has a
certain suppressive effect on it.
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Today, apart from Ao Feng's sudden visit, everything was as calm as water, the guests all came
with great expectation and left with great satisfaction, but it would have been even more perfect if
the qin voice of the green-shirted fairy had been accompanied by that imposing and domineering

Ao Feng, the Dragon King, had not been present.



But the guests who come to the Remorseless Inn are well aware that in other small
shops the customer is God, here, nothing, and thank goodness if they can be given an

arrangement.

As night fell, Ao Feng waited patiently for Lin Hao to finish packing up and

prepare to close the shop before standing up and looking at Lin Hao with a burning gaze, the
meaning of which was naturally self-explanatory.

"Father, do you really want to stand in opposition to Heaven's destiny? Heaven's
way cannot be disobeyed." Ao Dog, however, was still looking at Ao Feng with some concern,
still trying to give good advice, going against Lin Hao was tantamount to going against the
heavens, which the Great Dao would not allow, and would end up with a miserable fate ah.

"What kind of words are you talking about! My generation of cultivators, from
first-class illusionary spirit masters down to the most powerful gods and even the supreme gods,
which one of them is not swimming against the current, against the heavens? Heaven is unjust, the
Great Dao is merciless, and the only one who can seize everything is ourselves!" Ao Feng angrily
scolded his son, having experienced the betrayal and deception of the Heaven Swallowing Python
Qian Yuan, Ao Feng's temperament had become even more tyrannical and unpredictable, even
towards his own son, he never had a good temper.

After all, a real son who goes against his own son is of no use!

He could even have another one if he was pissed off, and kill the bastard with a

slap.



Ao Dog's face was grave, his expression full of worry, was Father really going to
make one more mistake on this wrong path?

Lin Hao walked up and patted Ao Inu's shoulder, "Take them back to rest first,
there are some things, it's useless to talk more, as the saying goes, different paths don't work
together, how can we talk together if we have different opinions."

Ao Dog was silent.

Ao Feng laughed: "Oh, old brother Lin, is this how you brainwashed my son? No

wonder this fool is so devoted to following you that he even dares to contradict me, his own father,
I didn't realise that Elder Brother Lin's ability to lame others is stronger than that bastard Chen Bei
Xuan."

The mockery in the other party's words could not be more obvious, Lin? The

other side's words could not be more obvious. Lin Hao didn't bother to explain to the other party,
there was no need to do so.

Lin Hao faintly glanced at Ao Feng: "Don't do all that useless stuff, say it, how do

we do it?" In the end, Ao Feng Dragon King said the way of the competition, still the same words,
friendship first, competition second, and it was not known whether the other party was afraid of

being killed by Lin Hao's sword, or still wanted to leave room for a turnaround to ease the

situation later.

Little did he know that now in Lin Hao's eyes, there were only two camps, one for
his own side and the other for the enemy, there was no third camp to choose from.



Ao Feng also does not know that the dragon tribe's turnaround lies not in his

current actions, but with Ao Dog.

And the venue for the competition was none other than the Endless Void!

Hearing the venue of the competition Lin Hao couldn't help but raise his eyebrows,
"You really know how to choose places."

In the Endless Void, it did not belong to the Divine Land, and the Heavenly

Palace Inscriptions would naturally be ineffective in suppressing it, the other party was already a
deity and could freely walk in the void, in such a situation, he would not have any disadvantage.

Ao Feng laughed, "This place is very fair for both of us, although old brother Lin

is not a deity and cannot walk freely in the void, but your daughter can help you."

Lin Hao ignored Ao Feng and stroked Lin Ruoshi's little head.

Lin Ruoshi immediately carved out three void inscriptions and hit Lin Hao:
"Daddy, these three inscriptions will allow you to walk through the void without any hindrance,
and they can only last for one hour."

"One hour? No no, it doesn't need to be that long." Lin Hao finished and looked at
Ao Feng, "You say so, don't you, old brother?"



"Yes, I don't think it needs to take that long either." After saying that, Ao Feng
waved his hand and tore open space with the might of a deity, swept Lin Hao into the endless void
battle realm in one go.

A deity could freely walk through the void without hindrance, but did not have

Lin Ruoshi's terrifying talent of being able to directly mobilise the power of the void for his own

use, this was where the terror of the Supreme God of the void lay.
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The two of them are deep in the endless void, the surrounding spatial turbulence all towards the

two of them to avoid, Lin Hao has daughter gave the inscription, the surrounding turbulence shall
not come near the slightest, even incomparably submissive in the distance, seems to have a sense

of consciousness.

Ao Feng's side did not have this magic, but it did make these spatial turbulence

dare not come even a little closer.

The moment this black lance appeared, the spatial turbulence around them all

seemed to be frightened and retreated.

Lin Hao even felt the aura of a supreme fierce weapon appearing in the world,
which was ......



"Godslayer Gun! Demon King Luo's supreme fierce weapon." Ao Feng stood
proudly, he had brought his own weapon over, this fierce weapon had drunk countless blood,
even the supreme deity had no less than a hundred strong people drink under the blade of this
divine weapon, it had even killed the supreme deity's existence!

Although this was a broken divine weapon and Ao Feng was not the original owner,
he was unable to fully utilise it, otherwise a single shot would have been enough to destroy a

world, but even so, with a single blow from Ao Feng's full strength, it would have shattered such

an existence as the Thunder Splitting Mountain Spirit Domain into nothingness!

The terrifying aura of the supreme weapon was so terrifying that even Lin Hao was
astonished.

How strong!

Buzz!

The Heavenly Sin Sword came out without a call, and unexpectedly trembled

lightly as it landed in Lin Hao's hand.

The divine weapons had spirits and fought against each other, more fiercely than
the battle of the Great Dao!

The Heavenly Sin Sword trembled in Lin Hao's hand, emitting a real humming

sound, and the sword's body was surrounded by a thunderous glow, flickering more than once.



At the same time, the God-slaying spear in Ao Feng's hand also began to tremble

lightly, and a blood-slaughter aura emerged from its body, black Qi surrounded the spear, as if it
was a monster with teeth and claws, as if it had a word-count consciousness to pounce.

Lin Hao looked at Ao Feng with interest: "Older brother, this God-killing spear of
yours, it doesn't seem to be very convincing, huh? What, how about letting our divine weapons

compete in our match today?"

Ao Feng agreed after a moment's deliberation. Although the Godslayer Spear was
broken, it was still an extremely fierce weapon that had killed countless powerful beings, and the
opponent's divine sword was also powerful and also inscribed with divine patterns, but so what?

He was confident that the Godslayer Spear could win!

"Good, since that's the case, then let the divine weapon go to a duel, then how
about we have a colourful match?" Ao Feng didn't hesitate, he had absolute confidence in the

Godslayer Spear, once the Godslayer Spear was out, who would compete with it? He had relied

on the Godslayer Spear to kill many enemies of the Great Dao, and had never met an opponent so
far!

Of course, that was because he had never met Regulus, otherwise he would have

known what it meant to say that there were people outside the sky!

Lin Hao agreed after thinking about it, "It's not impossible, let's each state our
own conditions, if both sides can accept it, it's agreeable!"



"Fine, I'll start with my conditions! If you lose, you will never be allowed to be?
Shifu Ai Yi Shan Shifu? Even if my dragon clan strikes out against you, you shall not cause any
difficulties to the dragon clan, and you shall swear by your dao heart!" Ao Feng was playing a real
game of wishful thinking.

After listening to this, Lin Hao also laughed in anger, this is not the same as: I can
get you killed, but you absolutely cannot resist, even if you resist, but you cannot hurt me, let
alone kill me, but when there is a chance, I can absolutely get you killed at any time!

There is no such shameless bullying treaty, do you really think Lin Hao is a fool?

Lin Hao didn't even want to think about refusing this request, he wasn't a fool, if
he really agreed to it, then the dragon tribe would be able to take care of him as they wished.

However, the next moment, the Heavenly Sin Sword in Lin Hao's hand continued

to tremble. The Heavenly Sin Sword and Lin Hao were in sympathy and immediately understood

what the Heavenly Sin Sword wanted to say.

Lin Hao was still a little hesitant, but after thinking about it, Lin Hao was
enlightened.

Err, he had sworn with his dao heart that he could not deal with the dragons, that
he could not hurt them, so how other people took care of the dragons, that had no farting to do

with him, and he had even less direct instructions, so after careful thought, the oath seemed
harmless.
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"But, I can swear to it now, but if you lose ......"

"There is no way I will lose!" Ao Feng was incomparably arrogant, if he himself

were to compete with Lin Hao, he might still be unsure to a certain extent, however the Godslayer
Gun he was 100% confident.

"Bullshit, whether you will lose or not is your business, but it's my business to

offer conditions, within your tolerance, you must accept." Lin Hao was also almost angry and
laughed, where did you get that confidence from?

Hearing Lin Hao say this, Ao Feng didn't retort and nodded his head in agreement,
saying that it was okay.

Lin Hao's request was simple, if he lost, he himself would take out all the Demon

Kings within the Dragon Clan's ancestral land, leaving no one behind!

He knew the secrets of the first mountain very well, and the group of demon kings
on the surface was not the key at all, but the old guys who were sleeping, that was the real focus,
and what the other party said was that all of them had to be killed without exception, including the
old guys.

Those old guys are all in the middle to peak of the eighth grade, and that is a huge
help to his dragon clan.



However, he had absolute confidence in the Godslayer Gun, so he was not vain
about his opponent: "Okay, let's swear by our dao hearts together, let's begin!"

Both of them swore by their dao hearts at the same time, promising what they had
just done, and whoever lost must do it, or else they would suffer from the backlash of the Great

Dao, or else the Great Dao would send down thunderbolts to exterminate them!

When the two men finished their vows, Ao Feng directly let go of his hand, and
with a buzzing sound, the Godslayer spear shot out like a dragon and shot up into the sky.

It was a weapon, but it gave the impression that it was a living thing, like a proud
warrior looking down on a weak enemy.

When he saw the Godslayer Gun's morale, Ao Feng couldn't help but laugh wildly,
"Lin Hao, you shouldn't be so reckless, you'll lose for sure."

"Oh? Is that so?"

Clang!

As soon as Lin Hao's words fell, the Heavenly Sin Sword seemed to feel

something and actually broke away from its scabbard alone, the sword's sharpness was revealed,



but a cold light flashed and the Heavenly Sin Sword was already suspended in the void lying

horizontally, its blade pointed straight at the Godslayer Gun!

The Eye of Silence opens automatically!

And the dragon whistles and the phoenix roars, the dragon's might and the

phoenix's power are all on display, that terrifying might, Ao Feng's eyebrows start to jump madly,
the next moment, Ao Feng can't believe this scene!

The God-slaying spear let out a sad cry and actually trembled lightly as it

retreated a little distance.

Even a little bit was enough!

This was proof that the Godslayer Gun was afraid, he was cowed!

On the battlefield, one side was slightly timid, while the other side was as strong
as a rainbow, fearless, the difference between the two was obvious!

The Godslayer's Spear seemed to realise that something was wrong, and with a

whistling sound, the black spear turned into a shadow that covered the entire void, and countless

tips of the spear attacked the Heavenly Sin Sword!



And the Heavenly Sin Sword didn't move at all, the enemy didn't move and I

didn't move, if the enemy moved, I was watching!

Seeing this scene Lin Hao was scared enough, no way, no way, this Heavenly Sin
Sword was going to trap him or what? Why did it suddenly stop moving?

Swish!

The Heavenly Sin Sword trembled gently, and in an instant, it had already

delivered a sharp edge, the cold edge was fleeting, but the hardness around the Heavenly Sin

Sword dissipated in an instant!

Then another sharp edge lit up with a clanging sound, a blinding cloud of sparks

appeared in the void, and the Godslayer's spear erupted with a violent cry of grief.

Like a human, possessing consciousness and pain, it was as if it had just been

severely wounded by the Heavenly Sin Sword.

Well done!

Lin Hao's eyes widened, this Heavenly Sin Sword? The Earth Aishizha Zero

Paozha Yi? The first time I saw it, I was able to get it out of the way.



The second sword, the second sword, struck the God-slayer directly!

The seczond time, it hit the Godslayer Gun hard! The surrounding hardness
dissipated, revealing the Godslayer Gun, which was now in the void, trembling and sorrowful,
obviously hurt badly.
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And a thin, untraceable crack appeared where the lance was near the tip of the spear.

"Impossible, you're cheating, this is cheating, this can't be counted!" Ao Feng was
anxious.

Lin Hao raised his eyebrows, he was anxious he was anxious.

Seeing Ao Feng's anxious eyes, Lin Hao was relieved. "How can you be so

anxious before the victory is decided, do you think you're going to lose, old brother?" Lin Hao
clasped his hands to his chest and looked at his opponent with great amusement.

Where is this going, and you're already surrendering?

Ao Feng had a cold face and didn't say anything, this Godslayer spear had a

broken place, this broken place existed when he got it, he had tried all the ways, but there was no
way to repair it, after all, it was an ancient divine weapon.



This time, the opponent's divine sword had accurately identified the weak point of
the Godslayer Spear and attacked directly at the broken point.

Ao Feng already wanted to stop the battle.

But once the battle was terminated, it would mean that he had lost, and his dragon
clan would have one less hidden card to play.

As Ao Feng was torn, the Godslayer Spear became furious, it was an unparalleled
weapon, an unparalleled existence, at this time it was provoked by the later, how could it stop?

The Godslayer Gun roared, and the black light that devoured everything burst out,
even the void space seemed to be directly engulfed in the black light, nothing could be seen, the
Heavenly Sin Sword? The Heavenly Sin Sword? It was also directly submerged in it.

Lin Hao was shocked, not only was Ao Feng anxious, this thing was also anxious!

Lin Hao's face was ugly and began to worry, while Ao Feng saw this and laughed

out loud, this is the Godslayer Gun's own talent, even he could not bring out this black light that
devours everything, I never thought that this time the Godslayer Gun would unseal itself and burst
out.

A sure win!



In the midst of the darkness of nothingness, the ear-piercing sound of gold and

thunder continued to come out, the sound becoming more and more dense, as if two supreme
masters were bursting into an extremely violent fight in a place they could not see, and the fight

became more and more fierce and intense.

So much so that the surrounding spatial turbulence was so scared that they ran
away. In this case, even without the void inscription, Lin Hao would have been able to be directly
in this void and not be afraid at all!

This fierce battle came and went quickly, but in a matter of moments, the two
divine weapons had already engaged hundreds of times, and in just a breath of time, the sound of
the clash quietly disappeared!

And the dense black light condensed but did not dissipate, still strong.

Lin Hao's face was gloomy, while Ao Feng was laughing freely and had already

declared victory in advance, "Hahahaha, I won, I won!"

"Sorry, old brother Lin, no matter how I strike at you next, you can't resist!" Ao
Feng stared at Lin Hao with an unkind gaze, his face was even a little grim as he beckoned,
"Godslayer Gun, come!"

Lin Hao didn't have the Heavenly Sin Sword anymore, so this Ao Feng actually
wanted to directly kill Lin Hao at this time!



But the next moment, Ao Feng froze, there was no movement!

Why was there no movement.

Did the Godslayer Spear not sense him?

"Godslayer Gun, come on!" Ao Feng didn't understand what was happening and

shouted angrily again, but there was still not the slightest reaction.

Lin Hao's newly chosen heart relaxed at the moment, as the black light that
engulfed everything slowly became dim, no longer able to obscure the connection between the
Heavenly Sin Sword and Lin Hao.

"Heavenly Sin Sword, come!" Lin Hao drank as he followed suit.

Clang!

A sword sounded, and a blindingly cold light sped away from the black light and

landed steadily in the scabbard in Lin Hao's hand, and under Lin Hao's careful perception, he
found that the Heavenly Sin Sword was unharmed.



"This, how is this possible!"

"Impossible, this is impossible, fake, it's all fake! Godslayer Gun, come on!" Ao
Feng roared again.

But the black light completely dissipated and the Godslayer Gun did not even
respond. Looking around, Ao Feng was horrified because the body and tip of the Godslayer Gun

had completely broken off and was silently suspended in the void, although the fierce aura was
still present, it was already ruined.
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This was not the time of the Ancient Immortal Court, there was no way to repair this Godslayer
Spear, so to speak, this fierce and unparalleled weapon had been completely destroyed by the

Heavenly Sin Sword!

It was completely ruined, nothing was left behind.

Ao Feng trembled as he went over to pick up the Godslayer Spear. His precious
treasure had just been ruined.

The key is now that the divine weapon is ruined, he also has to ruin an important
card of his, dripping blood, ah, this time fell for the Moon Wheel's excitement, completely let his
bottom is going to lose all.



"Looks like you're a bit too happy too soon old brother, sorry, a fluke win." Lin
Hao looked at his opponent's heartbroken look and became even more happy.

That Demon King of the Dragon Ancestral Land was considered completely

hopeless, and having even taken out a very fierce divine weapon of the other party, the threat of
this Ao Feng would be relatively much lower from now on.

"Yes, this is indeed a fluke win for Elder Brother Lin, but Elder Brother Lin, don't
forget, we didn't say how many matches we would have, so this is only the first match, next, let
Elder Brother Lin prepare for the second and third match!" Ao Feng's voice was cold and stern as

he spoke, he was going to cheat!

He couldn't afford to lose his divine weapon, and he couldn't possibly let his
remaining cards be lost as well, even if he had to take the blame for cheating.

Ao Feng had 10,000 ways to kill Lin Hao, and he wanted to avenge the divine

weapon! Lin Hao must pay the price for this!

Lin Hao was stunned by Ao Feng's cheekiness, at least he was the Dragon King of
the Eastern Sea, an unparalleled powerhouse who had survived for tens of thousands of years.

To be honest, Lin Hao had never seen such a brazen person before!



Lin Hao's hand slowly gripped the hilt of his sword, his face was even colder, and
his eyes were sharp: "What, you want to cheat! Then have you asked me about the sword in my

hand!"

"What? Am I not telling the truth? And here, you want to leave me behind! If I
want to leave here, even if you have the Void Inscription, you may not be able to catch up with
me!" Ao Feng no longer intended to disguise himself and completely tore off his mask!

From the beginning to the end, he had never wanted to cooperate with anyone, but
was merely manoeuvring from the middle, and he, the Dragon Clan, held the same purpose as the
Moon Wheel Fairy!

In an age of missing gods, if one could rise to power, one could control the

heavens and the earth for a thousand generations!

No one wanted to be forever enslaved and held back by other races!

Since the other party wasn't hiding either, Lin Hao had even less nonsense!

Ka-ching!

Of the three inscriptions Lin Ruoshi had given Lin Hao, two of them shattered in

response to the sound, and these three inscriptions, the one that actually allowed Lin Hao to remain
unharmed in the void for an hour, was actually only one!



And the other two inscriptions were the ones that Lin Hao had, within two minutes,
acquired Lin Ruoshi's ability, which was to manipulate the power of the spatial turbulence here, to
use the power of the void for himself!

Hearing Lin Hao's inscriptions shattering? The steak closed dyed wu dyed xi wu?
The sound of Ao Feng's voice, Ao Feng let out a wild laugh, "Haha, the inscriptions have shattered
two, I'll see how you can still stop me? Haha ...... grass!"

As Ao Feng laughed, his laughter came to an abrupt halt as he looked around in

horror!

Lin Hao had actually controlled all the spatial turbulence around him with a wave
of his hand, and the spatial turbulence surrounded him, directly sealing off his back path!

There were so many spatial turbulences that he would have to be seriously injured
even if he was entangled in them, and the most crucial thing was that there was no way for him to

break free and leave this place in a short time!

Lin Hao gripped the Heavenly Sin Sword, and in a flash, the cold light flashed

continuously in Lin Hao's left hand, a total of three flashes of cold light!

In a flash, he handed out the ultimate three swords, which was the most sublime
salute to Ao Feng!



Ao Feng felt a terrifying threat, and only at this time did he truly realise why Qin
Wushuang would be cut down by a single sword, and that Qin Hai Grievance could not even

withstand to flee, this extreme sword intent was so fast that it was extremely terrifying, and what
appeared to be a simple sword contained tens of thousands of complicated sword moves, one
sword against ten thousand swords!

What a vicious and extreme sword move, to be able to merge ten thousand
strokes into one, how on earth did this madman manage to do that!
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